Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters
(God is killing off some of his most
ardent enemies!!!) ie Moses, David,
Ezekiel, John they are building the
People to war against Satan.

Loosing of the 4 carpenters to build the
lords army happened on the same day as
the two witnesses started their ministry to
tell people about Jesus their Reign of
Building Gods people will conclude rev.
9:15 396 days later on Feb. 20,2018
finishing on March 13, 2019
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Loosing of the 4 carpenters to build the
lords army happened on the same day as
the two witnesses started their ministry to
tell people about Jesus their Reign of
Building Gods people will conclude rev.
9:15 Startging on Feb. 20,2018 and 396
days later on March 13, 2019

Thanks to the Bible Characters Who are
building the Lords Army as we speak.
Moses, David, Ezekiel, and John
They are like the John the Baptist of the Last Days they will prepare the Lord of Hosts Human
Army by sealing them in the forehead. Meanwhile they will kill off some of the worst of Gods
enemies. Like ted Kennedy , john McCain Rockefeller,

•Revelation 9:14 Saying to
the sixth angel which had
the trumpet, Loose the four
angels which are bound in
the great river Euphrates.

Thanks to the Bible Characters Who are
building the Lords Army as we speak.
Moses, David, Ezekiel, and John
They are like the John the Baptist of the Last Days they will prepare the Lord of Hosts Human
Army by sealing them in the forehead. Meanwhile they will kill off some of the worst of Gods
enemies. Like ted Kennedy , john McCain Rockefeller,
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Therefore the
abundance they have
Isaiah 15:1-9 The Burden of Moab is at Israels enemies in the eastern trans- Jordan. The
Isa.
Prophet reminds his readers of the fall of Ar, the capital of Moab and Kir, their chief
gotten, and that which
fortress. Bajith, Dibon, Mediba, Hesbon, and so on from a list of Moabite cities that will
15
be overrun by the coming Assyrrian Invasion. Zoar was the city to which Lot fled after
the destruction of Sodom and Gomorarah. Nimrim was a Moabite Oasis Near the Dead
they have laid up, shall
Sea.
v7
Isaiah 23:1-12. The burden of Tyre focuses the prophet's message on the major coastal
Is thistoyour
they carry away
thejoyous city,
city of the Phoenicians to the north. The Greeks called them "purple-folk" because of
their famous purple dye. They were the shipping merchants of the Near East. Zidon
Isa. whose antiquity is of
brook
(Sidon) was another prominent Phoenician coastal city. Isaiah foresees the coming
Est of the willows.
destruction of this great commercial empire. Tarshish is the common designation for the
430
23 ancient days? her own
westernmost part of the Mediterranean, as far as Spain. Chittim refers to western lands,
especially the island of Cyprus. Thus, the prophet announces that trade with these
er 4
distant places will cease because of Tyre's destruction. Both Isaiah and Ezekiel (chs. 27,
v 7 feet shall carry her afar
28) predicted the fall of Tyre. Ezekiel prophesized that the entire city would be thrown
into the sea.
off to sojourn.
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Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Key to Jehoiada = Yawah Knowledge= Rev. 3=Key of David= structure in military= 4 captains
released, 4 captains , 4 might y generals made a covenant= =666= martyrs
Revelation 17:6 And I saw the woman drunken
with the blood of the saints, and with the blood
of the martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I
wondered with great admiration.

2/3=.666= 2/3 = Martyrs ie
Tyndale those that get victory
over the beast= Rev. 17:6
1/3Manchild=127+1200=1327
1/3=144,000 Virgins
603,550 at the gate of Sur
these are the tribes
1/3Tried by
fire=6,850,800,
200,000,000 million Man
army9 (6th
trumpet)=206,850,800
Gods total Army is 1327+603,550+
206,850,800=207,599,677 +mystery
323=207,600.000

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Key to Jehoiada = Yawah Knowledge= Rev. 3=Key of David= structure in military= 4 captains
released, 4 captains , 4 might y generals made a covenant= =666= martyrs
1/3Manchild=127+1200=1327
1/3=144,000 Virgins
603,550 at the gate of Sur
these are the
tribes=747,550
1/3Tried by fire and
200 million
army=206,850,800

Gods total Army is 1327+603,550+
206,850,800=207,599,677 +mystery

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters
Moses, David, Ezekiel, John they are
building the People to war against Satan
has started on Feb. 20, 2018 and will
continue until March 13, 2019.

Thanks to the Bible Characters Who are
building the Lords Army as we speak.
Moses, David, Ezekiel, and John

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

David Flynn understood 1980 = Garden of Eden He also
understood Roswell UFO crash he was a friend of God Killed
by Illuminati..

Revealed from God August 11, 2017 .Vive Las Vegas Key in Kingsman Movie confirms
our Sept. 30,2017. Las Vegas Shooting of a gunman MK Ultra controlled with 23
Guns(Death and punishment) and 33= ties to Masons and the size of the Sun. Wake up
America!!! 58 Sacrificed Trump is 58 Pres. Netanyahu is 58th . Enoch says after Israel
comes into the land there will be 58 leaders

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Oct. 1, 2017 killing of 58 was a sacrifice to the soon to be
announced Operation Alice in Wonderland

O c t o b e r 1, 2 0 1 7
15, 3, 20,15, 2, 5, 18, 1, 2, 0, 1, 7
Total of this summed=88 BNM 88=
Righteous Afflicted/Muderers: Secret
Plots
88

RIGHTEOUS
AFFLICTED

2

44

MURDERERS: Secret
Plots

88

And now, O inhabitants of
Exo Isa. 5 Jerusalem, and men of Judah, judge,
38 v 3 I pray you, betwixt me and my
vineyard.

Isaiah 5:1-7. These verses explain a parable of the vineyard, which symbolizes Israel
(cf. also Jer. 12:10; Ps. 80:8-19; Matt. 21:33-45). The poem is called the song of my
beloved, and resembles the Song of Solomon, but in this passage it becomes a song of
lament. The beloved is the Lord, and Israel is the vineyard that has brought forth wild
grapes. There is a play on sounds and letters in the Hebrew of he looked for judgment
(mishpat) but behold oppression (mispach); for righteousness (tsedaqah) but behold
a cry (tse’aqah). The prophet’s point is that the judgment of God will bring the
opposite of what they expect.

JFK killing and almost
killing of Ronny Raegan

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (Ronny was a friend
of God during a drought of Non friend’s to God presidents)

After Hinckley's
assassination attempt he
had to comply as George
HW Bush wanted his job
and set up the first
assassination attempt.
George HW Bush Lead him
to the Assassination
attempt.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
George HW Bush
George HW Bush was their coordinating
the killing Of JFK on Dealy Plaza as an Cia
Agent. And his personal friend fellow
mason family the Hinkleys sacrificed their
son to monarch mind control in order to
try to kill Ronald Reagan so he could
become president. Don’t forget he was
the one on Sept. 11, 1990 announcing the
need for a New world order and 5126
Mayan days later on Sept. 11, 2001 his
son George W Bush oversaw that scam on
the American public…

Jesus Life via George Bush Sr.
Time line ie 9-11-1990-5-192024 Millennium Last days
time line (Maybe this is why
George Bush Was Recently
Killed)

Jesus George Bush Sr. Time line ie 9-11-1990-5-192024 Millennium Last days time line
explaination

dates

days from 12-21-2010
start of 9th and final
perfect tetrad

Jesus Reborn on 9-11-1990 Geroge Bush Speech

9/11/1990

-7406

Jesus circumsized on 9-19-1990

9/19/1990

-7398

jesus 11 years old 9-11-2001 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2001

-3388

jesus 18 years old 9-11-2008 Geroge Bush 911
scam

9/11/2008

-831

jesus 22 years old 9-11-2012

9/11/2012

630

jesus 23years old 9-11-2013

9/11/2013

995

jesus 24 years old 9-11-2014

9/11/2014

1360

9/11/2015

1725

EXILE TO BABYLON

9/11/2016

2091

HE WHO BELIEVES RISES FROM
THE DEAD

7/4/2017

2387

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 25 years old 9-11-2015 Geroge Bush 911
scam
jesus 26 years old 9-11-2016 enlightenment
bnm=26= gospel
Donald trumps 88022 timeframe starts here on
July 4, 2017 from july 4, 1776

BNM explainations for years

33 and 88 huge connection

HE WHO BELIEVES HAS EYES TO
SEE THE LIGHT
FROM DUST TO DUST
I AM THE GOOD SHEPHERD: MY
SHEEP HEAR ME

Jesus George Bush Sr. Time line ie 9-11-1990-5-192024 Millennium Last days time line
explaination

dates

days from 12-21-2010
start of 9th and final
perfect tetrad

Donald trumps 88022 timeframe starts here on
July 4, 2017 from july 4, 1776 +88 days =58 dead
rememding all that nethayahu is the 58 prime
minster and trum is the 58th leader of america
and enoch wanrns that jeus will reutren duthing
th 58th leader

10/1/2017

2476

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 27 years old 9-11-2017 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2017

2456

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 28 years old 9-11-2018 BNm= christ in you

9/11/2018

2821

jesus29years old 9-11-2019

9/11/2019

3186

jesus 30 years old 9-11-2020

9/11/2020

3552

jesus 31 years old 9-11-2021

9/11/2021

3917

jesus 32 years old 9-11-2022

9/11/2022

4282

jesus 33 years old 9-11-2023

9/11/2023

4647

jesus 33.5 years old 9-11-2024

3/20/2024

4838

Millenium begins Pentecost 2024 may 19,2024 61
days from 9-11-2024

5/19/2024

4898

BNM explainations for years

NO EYES TO SEE, NO EARS TO
HEAR
TRUE LOVE
PROCLAIM FREEDOM OF
WORSHIP
HUMILITY: Submission
I WILL NOT LEAVE YOU AS
ORPHANS
GIVE GLORY TO GOD !
A BRANCH THAT DOES NOT BEAR
FRUIT IS CUT OFF
PROCLAIM FREEDOM OF
WORSHIP

Nikola Tesla the Smartest Man since Enoch died
penniless and broke in a New York Hotel.
(He is a type of Christ suffering for him)
Mystery of the 33 Mile Diameter Sun and its size compared to the Flat Earth vs the lies of the Globe Earth Plan.

From Noah Webster
(Mason)and his Friend Ben
Franklin were the Leaders in
leading our Country to the
FDR (Mason) Adding the 13
level World Take over
Pyramid to the Dollar Bill.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Novus Ordo Seclorum =From Chaos to Order
Veisica Pisces
encircling the
Great Seal.
13 tier
pyramid like in
Sudan.
13bnm=Apost
asy.

Web of the Bill to represent the
spider trapping its prey the
American people who Idolize
the American Dollar

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Noah Webster a devout Mason Laid the Ground work For
the Last days in America and their Take over in 6-6-2020.
(incidentally the same time frame the National Id with
embedded chip will be enforced)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Noah Webster a devout Mason Laid the Ground work For
the Last days in America and their Take over in 6-6-2020.
(incidentally the same time frame the National Id with
embedded chip will be enforced)
You might ask why do we have a Web background on our
American USA Dollar well the Occult can give you the answer
they are blue bloods and worship the 88 and 8 thus 8 legs
anything. ie spider and octopus which incidentally has blue
blood. They love all things that God warns will be in the last
days on the same dollar bill is a pyramid with 13 levels. Ie
BNM13= Apostasy. Also God warns of Kites and Owls in
Enoch will be present

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Planet Sizes on Flat Earth vs Globe Earth
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Pole Star
5184 years Location
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Fibonacci 25920/5=5
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Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Jesus /George Bush Sr. Time line ie 9-11-1990-5-19-2024
Millennium Last days time line(food for Thought)
explaination

dates

days from 12-21-2010 start of 9th and final perfect tetrad

Jesus Reborn on 9-11-1990 Geroge Bush Speech

9/11/1990

-7406

Jesus circumsized on 9-19-1990

9/19/1990

-7398

jesus 11 years old 9-11-2001 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2001

-3388

jesus 18 years old 9-11-2008 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2008

-831

jesus 22 years old 9-11-2012

9/11/2012

630

HE WHO BELIEVES HAS EYES TO SEE THE LIGHT

jesus 23years old 9-11-2013

9/11/2013

995

FROM DUST TO DUST

jesus 24 years old 9-11-2014

9/11/2014

1360

I AM THE GOOD SHEPHERD: MY SHEEP HEAR ME

jesus 25 years old 9-11-2015 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2015

1725

EXILE TO BABYLON

9/11/2016

2091

HE WHO BELIEVES RISES FROM THE DEAD

7/4/2017

2387

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

Donald trumps 88022 timeframe starts here on July 4,
2017 from july 4, 1776 +88 days =58 dead rememding all
that nethayahu is the 58 prime minster and trum is the
58th leader of america and enoch wanrns that jeus will
reutren duthing th 58th leader

10/1/2017

2476

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 27 years old 9-11-2017 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2017

2456

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 28 years old 9-11-2018 BNm= christ in you

9/11/2018

2821

NO EYES TO SEE, NO EARS TO HEAR

jesus29years old 9-11-2019
jesus 30 years old 9-11-2020
jesus 31 years old 9-11-2021
jesus 32 years old 9-11-2022
jesus 33 years old 9-11-2023

9/11/2019
9/11/2020
9/11/2021
9/11/2022
9/11/2023

3186
3552
3917
4282
4647

TRUE LOVE
PROCLAIM FREEDOM OF WORSHIP
HUMILITY: Submission
I WILL NOT LEAVE YOU AS ORPHANS
GIVE GLORY TO GOD !

jesus 33.5 years old 9-11-2024

3/20/2024

4838

A BRANCH THAT DOES NOT BEAR FRUIT IS CUT OFF

5/19/2024

4898

PROCLAIM FREEDOM OF WORSHIP

jesus 26 years old 9-11-2016 enlightenment bnm=26=
gospel
Donald trumps 88022 timeframe starts here on July 4,
2017 from july 4, 1776

Millenium begins Pentecost 2024 may 19,2024 61 days

BNM explainations for years

33 and 88 huge connection

During the Loosing of the 4
Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Lets remember
some of Gods Friends
sacrificed by Lucifer's People

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Lets remember some of Gods Friends sacrificed by Lucifer's People

JFK and Abe Lincoln
were guilt of the
same thing they
wanted to print
American money not
using the Federal
reserve!!! (owned by

JFK was sacrificed on 11-22-1963 61 years and some Odd
days until New Jerusalem will be set up and he will be a
part of that…(1122=Devils trap…)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

JFK was sacrificed on 11-22-1963 61 years and some Odd days until New
Jerusalem will be set up and he will be a part of that…(1122=Devils trap…)

1122= Hebrew
Gematria =Devil’s
Trap Arise and
Shine Church
Leaders/Plot to
Kill all Saints

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Both Abe Lincoln and JFK saw the inherent evil of the
federal Reserve to saddle America with
insurmountable Debt and make all citizens slaves.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood Time frame
back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC
All Blue Blood Presidents only one Good was Ronald Reagan a red Blood through and through only
the assassination attempt on his 70th day in Office by George HW Bush changed him to submit to
the NWO.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Robert Kennedy a
friend of God

George HW Bush was there
coordinating the killing Of JFK on Dealy
Plaza as an Cia Agent. And his personal
friend fellow mason family the Hinkleys
sacrificed their son to monarch mind
control in order to try to kill Ronald
Reagan so he could become president.
Don’t forget he was the one on Sept.
11, 1990 announcing the need for a
New world order and 5126 Mayan days
later on Sept. 11, 2001 his son George
W Bush oversaw that scam on the
American public…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Billy Graham a friend of God killed after the Two Witnesses started
their ministry on Dec. 11, 2017
Billy Graham had stood for Evangelism
throughout his life but towards the end he
enjoyed sitting wth the Pope and had ackward
connections with New World Order Proponents.
Dead a 99

Billy Graham died on
the same day as
Moses what
significance is that???

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Billy Graham a friend of God killed after the Two Witnesses started
their ministry on Dec. 11, 2017
Billy Graham was the firstg Killed by God after
he Loosing of the 4 carpenters. Just like Uzziah
who was 16 years old and reigned 52 years.
what did billy do in 2018-68=1987 that he did he
sit with the Pope at that time this was the
beginning of his compromises . God let him live
31 years more.

Billy Graham died at
he Hand of God

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
George HW Bush
George HW Bush was their coordinating
the killing Of JFK on Dealy Plaza as an Cia
Agent. And his personal friend fellow
mason family the Hinkleys sacrificed their
son to monarch mind control in order to
try to kill Ronald Reagan so he could
become president. Don’t forget he was
the one on Sept. 11, 1990 announcing the
need for a New world order and 5126
Mayan days later on Sept. 11, 2001 his
son George W Bush oversaw that scam
on the American public…

2999 individuals sacrificed on
9-11-2001

During the Loosing of the 4
Carpenters = Lucifer Rules
this earth and God is killing
off some of his Generals in
Lucifer’s Army ardent!!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent enemies!!!)
Ted Kennedy an ardent supporter of anything God Ordained. (Catholic Idol Worshiper)
JFK and his Brother BRK were both Red Bloods following Gods calling. They were not perfect people like
David but their heart was right JFK was taking us back to our own currency and trying to kill the federal
reserve. So He had to be killed on 11-22-2018. Robert was going to follow in his foots steps so they used
Sir Han Sir Han to kill him a mind controlled man. However their Brother Teddy Kennedy a womanizer
and of the Blue blood persuasion was fond of sin and Now God has killed him in these last days at the
age of 77. Bnm=77= false Prophet

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Jade Helm Districts
Match the Federal reserve Match our future as slave shown
in the movie Hunger Games

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Enemies of God= Nixon, Abortion, LBJ
(72 hours of Jan 20-22 That Lead to the decline of America ,1973= God is Not Mocked. )

President Nixon was
inaugurated1-20-1973 he
lead the USA in two Huge
Embarrassments ie We
lost the first war in
America under his
leadership and he had to
leave office in Disgrace…

Supreme Court approved Abortion1-21-1973 and
In the same Hour God killed the man responsible
for that ie appointing Thurgood Marshall to the
court. To Date 50 Million Babies Sacrificed.
God Judged America and sealed its
downfall with the election of Nixon
and he killed LBJ directly responsible
for killing JFK along with Cia Agent
George HW Bush. LBJ Appointed
Liberal Thurgood Marshall to the
Court who pushed the Abortion bill
through. God Killed him with a
Massive and very painful Heart Attack
on Jan22, 1973. Im sure he heated up
Hell a bit for his arrival…

America’s decline Abomination = Abortion of 55 Million Babies during Bill Clintons
presidency He expanded abortions all over the world and tax funded them… No
wonder he was almost impeached

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the American Revolutionary War: Summary chart
of timing..
Sept. 11,1773 Ben
Franklin and John
Adams talked with
British General to avert
war.

12-16-1773 Boston
Tea Party (Last day of
Hannukah)

July 4, 1776 America
Declares its
Independence

3 year duration
At this point America would run under a temporary government
until George Washington ins elected in 1789. the Declaration of
Independence made Idol Worship Illegal. However with political
pressure Washington would amend it to allow all religions… Now our
Supreme court is run by 3 Ashkenazi Jews and 9 Catolic Idol
worshipers… Abomination to the Lord

Nov. 25, 1776
Thanks giving
is established
Modeling
Hanukah

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his
most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=John Mccain
John McCain as his name implies a related to the Bible Character Cain. Here they mock you with
his left eye highlighted as the all seeing left eye of Horus who he worshiped. Yeas God is draining
the swamps since Trump would not do it.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Enemy of God= Netanyahu caught in Corruption scandal soon he
will be leaving Office unless he makes a deal with the Devil!!!
Netanyahu was prime minster many
years ago and was told not to give up
Israel land and he did a deal with Clinton
and did just that Land for peace deal.
Then he lost the election. One or two
prime minster’s later he returned on
the promise to be faithful to God as the
58th prime minister however he has
done a deal with the devil to build the
demonic third temple with the bad Jews
and Trump. God has struck him with a
corruption case of bribery and he will be
taken out…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
George HW Bush
George HW Bush was their coordinating
the killing Of JFK on Dealy Plaza as an Cia
Agent. And his personal friend fellow
mason family the Hinkleys sacrificed their
son to monarch mind control in order to
try to kill Ronald Reagan so he could
become president. Don’t forget he was
the one on Sept. 11, 1990 announcing the
need for a New world order and 5126
Mayan days later on Sept. 11, 2001 his
son George W Bush oversaw that scam on
the American public…

Jesus Life via George Bush Sr.
Time line ie 9-11-1990-5-192024 Millennium Last days
time line (Maybe this is why
George Bush Was Recently
Killed)

Jesus George Bush Sr. Time line ie 9-11-1990-5-192024 Millennium Last days time line
explaination

dates

days from 12-21-2010
start of 9th and final
perfect tetrad

Jesus Reborn on 9-11-1990 Geroge Bush Speech

9/11/1990

-7406

Jesus circumsized on 9-19-1990

9/19/1990

-7398

jesus 11 years old 9-11-2001 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2001

-3388

jesus 18 years old 9-11-2008 Geroge Bush 911
scam

9/11/2008

-831

jesus 22 years old 9-11-2012

9/11/2012

630

jesus 23years old 9-11-2013

9/11/2013

995

jesus 24 years old 9-11-2014

9/11/2014

1360

9/11/2015

1725

EXILE TO BABYLON

9/11/2016

2091

HE WHO BELIEVES RISES FROM
THE DEAD

7/4/2017

2387

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 25 years old 9-11-2015 Geroge Bush 911
scam
jesus 26 years old 9-11-2016 enlightenment
bnm=26= gospel
Donald trumps 88022 timeframe starts here on
July 4, 2017 from july 4, 1776

BNM explainations for years

33 and 88 huge connection

HE WHO BELIEVES HAS EYES TO
SEE THE LIGHT
FROM DUST TO DUST
I AM THE GOOD SHEPHERD: MY
SHEEP HEAR ME

Jesus George Bush Sr. Time line ie 9-11-1990-5-192024 Millennium Last days time line
explaination

dates

days from 12-21-2010
start of 9th and final
perfect tetrad

Donald trumps 88022 timeframe starts here on
July 4, 2017 from july 4, 1776 +88 days =58 dead
rememding all that nethayahu is the 58 prime
minster and trum is the 58th leader of america
and enoch wanrns that jeus will reutren duthing
th 58th leader

10/1/2017

2476

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 27 years old 9-11-2017 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2017

2456

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 28 years old 9-11-2018 BNm= christ in you

9/11/2018

2821

jesus29years old 9-11-2019

9/11/2019

3186

jesus 30 years old 9-11-2020

9/11/2020

3552

jesus 31 years old 9-11-2021

9/11/2021

3917

jesus 32 years old 9-11-2022

9/11/2022

4282

jesus 33 years old 9-11-2023

9/11/2023

4647

jesus 33.5 years old 9-11-2024

3/20/2024

4838

Millenium begins Pentecost 2024 may 19,2024 61
days from 9-11-2024

5/19/2024

4898

BNM explainations for years

NO EYES TO SEE, NO EARS TO
HEAR
TRUE LOVE
PROCLAIM FREEDOM OF
WORSHIP
HUMILITY: Submission
I WILL NOT LEAVE YOU AS
ORPHANS
GIVE GLORY TO GOD !
A BRANCH THAT DOES NOT BEAR
FRUIT IS CUT OFF
PROCLAIM FREEDOM OF
WORSHIP

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
LBJ=Lyndon Baines Johnson

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
George Saros will be dead soon!!!
George Saros Neighbor to
Obama in Chicago is a
Corrupt Billionaire Nazi is
setting up every form of
Chaos by funding all sorts of
evil around the world…
Masons Motto on our dollar
Bill thanks to mason FDR Out
of Chaos comes Order

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of
his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God= George Saros will
be dead soon!!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemies of God= Bill
and Hillary CLinton will be dead soon!!!

God Struck Hillary with a
debilitating illness that
Humiliates her as she
and bill had so many
people killed in their
reign of Power…

Thanks to “Rosette Delacroix” for her wisdome to lead
people to The God Culture and her EXCELLENT
DECODING of Movies and Flat Earth Insight. Flat Earth
Decoded #7=taught us Bush is a Moor(Blue Blood=Bad)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God= Donald
Jesus Trump the 45th president
Donald is playing the role of the bad cop
doing things that make him like King Cyrus
bringing about Embassy of USA to
Jerusalem. See Jonathans Chins studies on
the Harbinger and the paradigm and you
will start to see God in everything and Satan
in most things… remember all politicians
are Actors on the Stage of Life…

Honest Abe would be embarrassed

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his
most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God= George Prescott Bushes
Crime Family They are the real Axis of Evil. When I came to the
Philippines n 2013 The Bush’s was my heroes. Boy Truth changes
everything!!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters will finish their work
of building God Army on March 13,2019 Make sure you are
prepared and a Member

From the
Calm to
the Storm

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Debt is the way the Rulers enslave you as a country and personally…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood Time frame
back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood Time frame
back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC
All Blue Blood Presidents only one Good was Ronald Raegan and of course he is missing!!!

5 Bad Monkeys sitting in the tree which
one will God kill next??? He just Got HW

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood Time frame
back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC
Pope Francis 266th Pope BNM=266= Idol Worship = False Prophet

Case against the Queen Elizabeth
being a Direct descendant of the
Nephylim ie Reptilian. By
association and Blood line all her
relatives like the Bushes are guilty
and the allegiance to Lucifer is
clearly seen by their actions not
words…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Queen Elizibeth came to power in the 2-6-1952 the year the
Movie Nun teaches us that Evil came back into the world
Like Noah’s Day…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Soon to be Killed by God… She Killed her Uncle to take
power on 2-6-1952 ( Movie ’Nun ‘ teaches you that 1952
year that Evil comes back into the land for the Last days…)
I don’t claim I have4 it all figured out but
Queen Elizabeth is the Top Mason in the World
and I think that proves she is a direct
descendant of the Nephylym. She is of the
Yorks which are Left and Liberal and Blue Blood
and Worshipers of Lucifer. Most president sin
USA with a few great exceptions like Grover
Cleveland who was our 22 president and 24
skipping the demonic 23 (death and
punishment term). Its all about Numbers and
the angle that the sun makes on Feb. 6,1952
was 38.16 degrees same as the Giza Pyramid
Queens chamber vents… Did I mention that if
you convert the Giza pyramid height from
481.125 feet convert to miles by dividing by
5280 feet/mile=.091122. (1122= DEVILS TRAP)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood Time frame
back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC

Queens chamber =38.16
and the day she poisoned
her way into power was Feb.
6,1952 and on that day the
angle of the Sun is exactly
38.16 degrees.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Queen rises to power on 2-6-1952 and has her diamond
Jubilee on 6-3-2012 Pentecost

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Queen rises to power on 2-6-1952 and has her
64th 2-6-2012

Hell is 3960 mi. Below the Sea Level
396 BNM = Temple is Exalted / Prince of Darkness

God’s
Throne

38.16 degrees
3960 mi.

Sea Level

HELL

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Revealed Truths from angles created from the Queen’s Chamber vents are 38.16 degrees and
this Marks the Start of the Last Days on the Flat Earth by the Nephilym descendants ie Queen
Elizabeth the Highest Ranking Mason Woman in the World
(or should I say Shapeshifter)

38.16 °
Queens chamber vent
Both sides=38.16 °
38.16 °

Base Angle of Giza
90°-38.16 ° = 51.84°

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Revealed Truths from angles created from the Queen’s Chamber vents are 38.16 degrees and
this Marks the Start of the Last Days on the Flat Earth by the Nephilym descendants ie Queen
Elizabeth the Highest Ranking Mason Woman in the World
(or should I say Shapeshifter)

38.16 °
Queens chamber vent
Both sides=38.16 °

38.16 °

Base Angle of Giza
90°-38.16 ° = 51.84°

Samuel Laboy Designer of the Giza Perfect Symbol and its
Application to the Nameofthelord777 Ministry Flat Earth
Perfect Design Boss Just in Time for the Return of Jesus!!!

Murder by Numbers

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Elite like queen
Elizabeth use the MK Ultra Mind Control to control the mind
of all the shooters in school shootings!!!!
Look at the track record. Look at the common thread they are all receiving mental Health
treatments and available for Monarch mind control techniques…They are typically Programed to
kill themselves.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing
off some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Elite like
queen Elizabeth use the 1980’s Police song Murder by
Numbers a s a theme song
John McCain as his name implies
a related to the Bible Character
Cain. Here they mock you with his
left ey highlighted as the all
seeing left eye of Horus who he
worshiped. Yeas God is draining
the swamps since Trump would
not do it.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
Woodrow Wilson the 33rd president
Wilson Poisoned FDR to take
power. FDR was a fellow mason
but he would notr drop the atom
Bomb so they killed him. And
Wilson dropped it soon after on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki both
located along the 33rd Parallel did
I mention willson was a 33rd
degree mason. Later he would
dome our country with his
currency laws..

Gematria Killing by
Numbers as easy as ABC

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Oct. 1, 2017 killing of 58 was a sacrifice to the soon to be
announced Operation Alice in Wonderland

O c t o b e r 1, 2 0 1 7
15, 3, 20,15, 2, 5, 18, 1, 2, 0, 1, 7
Total of this summed=88 BNM 88=
Killing Believers and Blood Thirsty
Murders
88

RIGHTEOUS
AFFLICTED

2

44

MURDERERS: Secret
Plots

88

And now, O inhabitants of
Exo Isa. 5 Jerusalem, and men of Judah, judge,
38
v3
I pray you, betwixt me and my
vineyard.

Isaiah 5:1-7. These verses explain a parable of the vineyard, which symbolizes Israel
(cf. also Jer. 12:10; Ps. 80:8-19; Matt. 21:33-45). The poem is called the song of my
beloved, and resembles the Song of Solomon, but in this passage it becomes a song of
lament. The beloved is the Lord, and Israel is the vineyard that has brought forth wild
grapes. There is a play on sounds and letters in the Hebrew of he looked for judgment
(mishpat) but behold oppression (mispach); for righteousness (tsedaqah) but behold
a cry (tse’aqah). The prophet’s point is that the judgment of God will bring the
opposite of what they expect.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Oct. 1, 2017 killing of 58 was a sacrifice to the soon to be
announced Operation Alice in Wonderland

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

2-6-1952 Queen Elizabeth rises=1952

52

GOSPEL
WORKER

88

RIGHTEOUS
AFFLICTED

89

SON OF DAVID

2

2

[24]

26

GOSPEL

44

MURDERERS: Secret
Plots

[PRIEST]

52

To go into the clefts of the rocks,
and into the tops of the ragged rocks,
Isa. 2
Exo 2
for fear of the LORD, and for the
v 21
glory of his majesty, when he ariseth
to shake terribly the earth.

10-22. Isaiah warns his listeners to “run for cover” because of the coming judgment of
the day of the Lord. This is a time of universal judgment that will result in the
overthrow of all human government (cf. Joel and 2 Thess. 1:7—2:12). Since this day of
judgment is coming, when all human government shall collapse into the dust, the
prophet urges his readers to trust in God. The ships of Tarshish refers to the fleet of
western Europe (Spain) which carried smelted ore. (See the note on 1 Kin. 10:22.) The
reference to shaking the earth is similar to Revelation 6:14.

88

And now, O inhabitants of Jerusalem, and
Isa. 5 v
Exo 38
men of Judah, judge, I pray you, betwixt
3
me and my vineyard.

Isaiah 5:1-7. These verses explain a parable of the vineyard, which symbolizes Israel (cf. also Jer. 12:10;
Ps. 80:8-19; Matt. 21:33-45). The poem is called the song of my beloved, and resembles the Song of
Solomon, but in this passage it becomes a song of lament. The beloved is the Lord, and Israel is the
vineyard that has brought forth wild grapes. There is a play on sounds and letters in the Hebrew of he
looked for judgment (mishpat) but behold oppression (mispach); for righteousness (tsedaqah) but
behold a cry (tse’aqah). The prophet’s point is that the judgment of God will bring the opposite of what
they expect.

89

What could have been done more to my
vineyard, that I have not done in it?
Isa. 5 v
Exo 39
wherefore, when I looked that it should
4
bring forth grapes, brought it forth wild
grapes?

Isaiah 5:1-7. These verses explain a parable of the vineyard, which symbolizes Israel (cf. also Jer. 12:10;
Ps. 80:8-19; Matt. 21:33-45). The poem is called the song of my beloved, and resembles the Song of
Solomon, but in this passage it becomes a song of lament. The beloved is the Lord, and Israel is the
vineyard that has brought forth wild grapes. There is a play on sounds and letters in the Hebrew of he
looked for judgment (mishpat) but behold oppression (mispach); for righteousness (tsedaqah) but
behold a cry (tse’aqah). The prophet’s point is that the judgment of God will bring the opposite of what
they expect.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yea Just ignore it!!! Well what other operations have I been taught to Ignore and
what at the consequences: Operation Alice in Wonderland meant to take the
world down the Rabbit Hole. And out of the Rabbit hole if your lucky enough to
survive the nuclear wars comes the feudal system with the rich ruling of the
masses in Hunger games style..
Operation Paper Clip brought some 1600 German scientist to America following the war
end in 1945. Ie the Nazis were not defeated they just moved to America

November 16, 2017 Last
Day of Hanukah during
the time of Macabees
this was the date of the
abomination tha makes
desolate in 167 BC

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the American Revolutionary War: Summary chart
of timing..
Sept. 11,1773 Ben
Franklin and John
Adams talked with
British General to avert
war.

12-16-1773 Boston
Tea Party (Last day of
Hannukah)

July 4, 1776 America
Declares its
Independence

3 year duration
At this point America would run under a temporary government
until George Washington ins elected in 1789. the Declaration of
Independence made Idol Worship Illegal. However with political
pressure Washington would amend it to allow all religions… Now our
Supreme court is run by 3 Ashkenazi Jews and 9 Catolic Idol
worshipers… Abomination to the Lord

Nov. 25, 1776
Thanks giving
is established
Modeling
Hanukah

Trumps Calm to a Storm
and his Coordination of
1122 (Devils Trap)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Oct. 1, 2017 killing of 58 was a sacrifice to the soon to be
announced Operation Alice in Wonderland

O c t o b e r 1, 2 0 1 7
15, 3, 20,15, 2, 5, 18, 1, 2, 0, 1, 7
Total of this summed=88 BNM 88= Killing
Believers and Blood Thirsty Murders

88

RIGHTEOUS
AFFLICTED

2

44

MURDERERS: Secret
Plots

88

And now, O inhabitants of
Exo Isa. 5 Jerusalem, and men of Judah, judge,
38
v3
I pray you, betwixt me and my
vineyard.

Isaiah 5:1-7. These verses explain a parable of the vineyard, which symbolizes Israel
(cf. also Jer. 12:10; Ps. 80:8-19; Matt. 21:33-45). The poem is called the song of my
beloved, and resembles the Song of Solomon, but in this passage it becomes a song of
lament. The beloved is the Lord, and Israel is the vineyard that has brought forth wild
grapes. There is a play on sounds and letters in the Hebrew of he looked for judgment
(mishpat) but behold oppression (mispach); for righteousness (tsedaqah) but behold
a cry (tse’aqah). The prophet’s point is that the judgment of God will bring the
opposite of what they expect.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yea Just ignore it!!! Well what other operations have I been taught to Ignore and
what at the consequences: Operation Alice in Wonderland meant to take the
world down the Rabbit Hole. And out of the Rabbit hole if your lucky enough to
survive the nuclear wars comes the feudal system with the rich rulling of the
masses in Hunger games style..
Operation Paper Clip brought some 1600 German scientist to America following the war
end in 1945. Ie the Nazis were not defeated they just moved to America

N o v, e m b e r
1 6, 2 0 1 7
14,15, 22,5, 13, 2, 5, 18, 1,, 6, 2, 1, 7
=111 simple English gematria

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yea Just ignore it!!! Well what other operations have I been taught to Ignore and
what at the consequences: Operation Fishbowl
Operation Paper Clip brought some 1600 German scientist to America following the war
end in 1945. Ie the Nazis were not defeated they just moved to America

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Three of Gods
imperfect servants sacrificed by Lucifer for their agenda of
world domination

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Three of Gods
imperfect servants sacrificed by Lucifer for their agenda of
world domination

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Three of Gods
imperfect servants sacrificed by Lucifer for their agenda of
world domination

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Three of Gods
imperfect servants sacrificed by Lucifer for their agenda of
world domination

Lets analyze the First
Twenty Three
Presidents of the USA.

Appendix

THEME 1 – AUTHORITY, REBELLION, JUDGEMENT
God created the Earth to demonstrate His invisible qualities and divine nature.
Man has a fallen nature and without God’s help man spirals hopelessly down to
destruction.

1st :
Beginning

1
Unity/
Beginning

3
Divine
Things

2nd : Divisions

3rd : Authorities

George Washington began our Union as the 1st president. He was a
member of the Masons but warned of the Illuminati infiltration.
Thomas Jefferson was a great leader and never promoted
separation of Church and State.
4
Material
Things

James Madison was another great founding father
believing in God.
5
Living
Things

Andrew Jackson epitomized the spirit of Christ in his
defiance to corruption and paid the ultimate price
assassination

James Monroe found out that life is
indeed fragile as he died of a gun shot
wound.

7
Spiritual
Things

John Tyler in the true meaning of ten said we are
ultimately only accountable to God

P
E
R
F
E
C

T
T
H

10
Testimon
y

I

12
Governme
nt

Zachary Taylor was put in Government to deal with Slavery and he
chose to ignore the issue and God took him home form a stomach
ailment.
He was the last true patriotic president before the usurpation by the Usurped
Masonic and Illuminati orders. “Masonry ought forever to be abolished. It is
wrong – essentially wrong – a seed of evil which can never produce any good.”

N
6
Man and
Flesh

G
S

S

I
N
F
U

L
T
H
I
N
G
S

1st :
Beginning

Rebellion of
Angels

THEME 1 – AUTHORITY, REBELLION, JUDGEMENT
God created the Earth to demonstrate His invisible qualities and
divine nature.
Man has a fallen nature and without God’s help man spirals
hopelessly down to destruction.
2nd : Divisions
3rd : Authorities
Creation of
Earth

2
Divide /
Oppose

John Adams was
corrupted by the
illuminati and helped
to design the great
Seal which has
masonic symbols

Life is
Fragile

We Are in
His Hands

We Give
Account

We Must
Obey

Henry Polk became a Mason on the
Anniversary of the founding by Adam
Weishaupt of the Illuminati which cooped
the Mason’s from this point on.
Millard Fillmore may have
assumed the presidency after
poisoning Taylor causing a
stomach ailment 18

Ulysses Simpson Grant the 18th
President had an administration that
was riddled by scandals
Chester Alan Arthur the 21st President
21
Lawlessne
got everywhere in life by his friends
ss / Folly
and folly really never accomplished
anything.
Benjamin Harrison the 23nd
President almost killed the
presidency with his inactivity

23
Death /
Punishme
nt

Bondage
/
Depressio
n

Inner
Witness

11
Darkness

13
Rebellion
/ Anger

Fallen Man
Resists the
Authorities of
God And Spirals
Down to Moral
& Physical Death

George Washington

1st President of USA
Unity / Beginning

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
George Washington the 1st President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

George Washington-Very Godly and yet he was also a mason. He
began our Nation with pride and character. We were a nation that
Unity and
1
forbid Idol worship. However remember that there are two seeds
Beginnings
George Washington was USA’s First President and he joined the Mason’s but he was not negatively affected by them.
Godshad
seed
and
Satan’s
He was the greatest General America ever
it was
said
that heseed.
would be shot but the bullets would not show up in
his body. (Protection of God)

He was the
Father of
our

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
George Washington the 1st President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

George Washington-Very Godly and yet he was also a mason. He
began our Nation with pride and character. We were a nation that
Unity and
1
forbid Idol worship. However remember that there are two seeds
Beginnings
Gods seed and Satan’s seed.
George Washington(Was a Mason before the Corruption of the Illuminati infiltration was
complete.)
President 1789-1797 / Master Mason 1753
George Washington became a Mason at age 20 in 1753. it is suggested that he may have
attended approximately nine Masonic lodge meetings during the remaining 46 years of his life,
and probably never presided over any lodge.
However, George Washington wrote letters in which he said he was happy to be a Mason, and,
in 1791, described Masonry as being “founded in justice and benevolence…the grand object of
Masonry is to promote the happiness of the human race.”

Controlled by the
Illuminati
John Adams

2nd President
Divide and Oppose

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Adams the 2nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.2:2 I know thy works, and thy labour, and thy patience, and
how thou canst not bear them which are evil: and thou hast tried
2
Divide and Oppose
them which
say
they are
apostles,
and areMason
not, and
hast found
1797-1801 John Adams, 2nd. President
of the
United
States
(F) Unknown
Status.
Vice
them liars:
President, Thomas Jefferson "Democratic-Republican."1797-1801.
Confirmed Illuminati. Adams
helped in the design of the Great Seal. Was related to F. D. Roosevelt, who put the seal on the
dollar bill. Adams is Proof of the serpent seed in the 2nd President however he produced John
Quincy Adams a Godly Son who rejected the Masons and Illuminati.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Adams the 2nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.2:2 I know thy works, and thy labour, and thy patience, and
how thou canst not bear them which are evil: and thou hast tried
2
Divide and Oppose
them which
say
they are
apostles,
and areMason
not, and
hast found
1797-1801 John Adams, 2nd. President
of the
United
States
(F) Unknown
Status.
Vice
them liars:
President, Thomas Jefferson "Democratic-Republican."1797-1801.
Confirmed Illuminati. Adams
helped in the design of the Great Seal. Was related to F. D. Roosevelt, who put the seal on the
dollar bill. Adams is Proof of the serpent seed in the 2nd President however he produced John
Quincy Adams a Godly Son who rejected the Masons and Illuminati.

Thomas Jefferson 3rd
President of USA
Devine Things

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Thomas Jefferson 3rd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.3:3 Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard,
Devine ThingsMessage/Measure/ and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will
3
See/Hear/ Move - come on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will
Gen.4 Creation of come upon thee.
Thomas Jefferson was anything but separation of Church and State like you are taught. He
Earth
authored the Virginia Statue on Religious Freedom. He was a great Christian Founding Father and
Anti Big Banks.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Thomas Jefferson 3rd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.3:3 Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard,
Devine ThingsMessage/Measure/ and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will
3
See/Hear/ Move - come on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will
Gen.4 Creation of come upon thee.
Thomas Jefferson was anything but separation of Church and State like you are taught. He
Earth
authored the Virginia Statue on Religious Freedom. He was a great Christian Founding Father and
Anti Big Banks.

James Madison
the 4th President
Material Things

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Rev. 16:16 And heJames
gathered
them the
together
into a place
called in the Hebrew
Madison
4th President
of USA
tongue
Numb Meaning
Revelation Double
Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
er
Material Things- Rev.4:4 And round about the throne were four and twenty seats:
Message/Measure/ and upon the seats I saw four and twenty elders sitting, clothed in
4
See/Hear/ Move - white raiment; and they had on their heads crowns of gold.
Creation
of Father who added the Bill of Rights which is being destroyed by our
Madison Gen.4
was a great
founding
Earth
last four presidents.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Rev. 16:16 And heJames
gathered
them the
together
into a place
called in the Hebrew
Madison
4th President
of USA
tongue
Numb Meaning
Revelation Double
Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
er
Material Things- Rev.4:4 And round about the throne were four and twenty seats:
Message/Measure/ and upon the seats I saw four and twenty elders sitting, clothed in
4
See/Hear/ Move - white raiment; and they had on their heads crowns of gold.
Creation
of Father who added the Bill of Rights which is being destroyed by our
Madison Gen.4
was a great
founding
Earth
last three presidents.

James Monroe
the 5th President
Living Things

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Monroe the 5th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.5:5 And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the
Living ThingsWeakness, Life and Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed to open
5
the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.
Grace –
Gen.5
is Founding Father.
James Monroe
wasLife
a Good
Fragile

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Monroe the 5th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.5:5 And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the
Living ThingsWeakness, Life and Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, hath prevailed to open
5
the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof.
Grace –
James Monroe
wasLife
a Good
Gen.5
is Founding Father.
Fragile
James Monroe (Was a Mason before the
Corruption of the Illuminati infiltration was
complete.)
President 1817-1825 / Master Mason 1776
Entered Apprentice in Williamsburg Lodge No. 6
at Williamsburg, VA., on November 9, 1775.
Sadly there is no record of his taking any further
degrees beyond the first.
The records of Cumberland Lodge no. 8 in

John Quincy Adams
the 6th President
Man and Flesh

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Quincy Adams the 6th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Man and Flesh- Rev.6:6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A
measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a
Gen.6 Inner
6
John Quincy Adams
was the sonpenny;
of President
John
Adams
and the
Abigail
Adams.
As a diplomat, Adams
and see
thou
hurt not
oil and
the wine.
Witness
played an important role in negotiating key treaties, most notably the Treaty of Ghent, which
ended the War of 1812. John Q. Adams was not a Mason and had a sterling and irreproachable
reputation. He was the last true patriotic president before the usurpation by the Usurped Masonic
and Illuminati orders. “Masonry ought forever to be abolished. It is wrong – essentially wrong – a
seed of evil which can never produce any good.”

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Quincy Adams the 6th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Man and Flesh- Rev.6:6 And I heard a voice in the midst of the four beasts say, A
measure of wheat for a penny, and three measures of barley for a
Gen.6 Inner
6
John Quincy Adams
was the sonpenny;
of President
John
Adams
and the
Abigail
Adams.
As a diplomat, Adams
and see
thou
hurt not
oil and
the wine.
Witness
played an important role in negotiating key treaties, most notably the Treaty of Ghent, which
ended the War of 1812. John Q. Adams was not a Mason and had a sterling and irreproachable
reputation. He was the last true patriotic president before the usurpation by the Usurped Masonic
and Illuminati orders. “Masonry ought forever to be abolished. It is wrong – essentially wrong – a
seed of evil which can never produce any good.”

Assassinated by the Mason/Banker/
Illuminati because he dared to stand against
them!!!

Andrew Jackson
the 7th President
Spiritual Things

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Andrew Jackson the 7th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
Rev.7:7 Of the tribe of Simeon were sealed twelve thousand. Of the
tribe of Levi were sealed twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Issachar
were sealed twelve thousand.

Spiritual Things7
The End, Time,
Justice - Gen.7 We
Andrew Jackson
by the people but hated by the establishment. Ie Powerful Bankers He
Are in was
His loved
Hands
was assassinated because he stood up against the banks and called them a den of vipers and
thieves…

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Andrew Jackson the 7th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
Rev.7:7 Of the tribe of Simeon were sealed twelve thousand. Of the
tribe of Levi were sealed twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Issachar
were sealed twelve thousand.

Spiritual Things7
The End, Time,
Justice - Gen.7 We
Andrew Jackson
by the people but hated by the establishment. Ie Powerful Bankers He
Are in was
His loved
Hands
was assassinated because he stood up against the banks and called them a den of vipers and
thieves…

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Andrew Jackson the 7th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
Rev.7:7 Of the tribe of Simeon were sealed twelve thousand. Of the
tribe of Levi were sealed twelve thousand. Of the tribe of Issachar
were sealed twelve thousand.

Spiritual Things7
The End, Time,
Justice - Gen.7 We
Andrew Jackson
by the people but hated by the establishment. Ie Powerful Bankers He
Are in was
His loved
Hands
was assassinated because he stood up against the banks and called them a den of vipers and
thieves…
Andrew Jackson(Was a Mason before the Corruption of the Illuminati infiltration was complete.)
President 1829-1837 / Master Mason 1800

It is suggested that President Jackson became a Mason in Harmony lodge No. 1 in Tennessee.
Harmony Lodge began as No. 29 under the charter of North Carolina, later to be named No. 1
under the Tennessee grand Lodge in 1913.

THEME 2 – THE GLORIOUS CHRIST
Man could not restore fellowship with God, so God came down to Man. Jesus was
born of a virgin, lived without sin, died on the cross, rose from the dead, was taken
up to glory. Man now has a way to God.

1st : Life of Christ

2nd : Death of
Christ

3rd : Resurrection
of Christ

Abraham Lincoln the 16th President- Willing Sacrifice-He had the call of God
on his life and did the war and Salvery issue only to be paid with death and
sacrifice for his coiuntryss good
16
Andrew Johnson the 17th
Sacrifice
President Way to God Open-He
James Buchanan the 15th President
was a mason but still did what
15
tried to promote peace and joy but
was right for the nation and
this world does not want it and the Covenant
17
attacked the Rothschild
/
Victory
south seceded.
Peace/Jo
bankers and was assassinated th
James Garfield the 20
y
Franklin Pierce the 14th
for that
President held to the wise
th
President sypathized with the 14
Rutherford Hayes the 19
19
Righteousn
principles that he worked for
slave states and was deliveredess/Delive President and had faith in
Faith
the people hated corruption
no second term.
rance the south and pulled out the
in the USA and the Bankers
army.
had him assassinated.
William Harrison the 9th President had
9
20
Spirit/
Distress/
a clean spirit and he was able to
Judgment
Wisdom
publicize that and his Humble spirit was
what the people wanted…
8
New Man
/Believer

Martin Van Buren the 8th
President was the First
American Born President all
the prior presidents were
born in Europe.- He loved

Stephen Grover Cleveland
was our 22nd and our 24th
President he had so much
spiritual truth and was
truly a Priest and

22
Spiritual
Light

Martin Van Buren
the 8th President
New Man /Believer

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Martin Van Buren the 8th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

New Man
Rev. 8:8 And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great
/Believermountain burning with fire was cast into the sea: and the third part
8
Martin Van
Buren
wasof
theGod
First American
President
Gen.8
Born
of the seaBorn
became
blood;all the prior presidents were born in

Europe.- He loved Jesus Christ.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Martin Van Buren the 8th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev. 8:8 And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great
New Man
mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea: and the third part
/Believer8
Gen.8
Born
of the seaBorn
became
blood;all the prior presidents were born in
Martin Van
Buren
wasof
theGod
First American
President
Europe.- He loved Jesus Christ.

William Henry Harrison
the 9th President
Spirit/ Judgment

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
William Henry Harrison the 9th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.9:9 And they had breastplates, as it were breastplates of iron;
Spirit/ Judgmentand the sound of their wings was as the sound of chariots of many
9
Gen.9 Alive in God
horses
to battle.
William Harrison had a clean spirit
and running
he was able
to publicize that and his Humble spirit was
what the people wanted…

John Tyler
the 10th President
Testimony

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Tyler the 10th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.10:10 And I took the little book out of the angel's hand, and ate
TestimonyAccount, Report, it up; and it was in my mouth sweet as honey: and as soon as I had
10
Law - Gen.10 We eaten it, my belly was bitter.
Give the
Account
John Tyler made
amazing testimony and said that man is not accountable to Man but only to
his God.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Tyler the 10th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.10:10 And I took the little book out of the angel's hand, and ate
TestimonyAccount, Report, it up; and it was in my mouth sweet as honey: and as soon as I had
10
Law - Gen.10 We eaten it, my belly was bitter.
Give the
Account
John Tyler made
amazing testimony and said that man is not accountable to Man but only to
his God.

Controlled by the
Illuminati
James Knox Polk

the 11th President
Darkness/Mystery/
Hiding/Fear-

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Knox Polk the 11th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Darkness/Mystery Rev.11:11 And after three days and an half the spirit of life from
God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet; and great
/
11
felldevious
upon them
whichhis
saw
them.
Hiding/FearJames Polk Earned
his Evil Number 11.fear
He was
and showed
Occult
loyalties by Laying the corner stone of
Gen.11 in Washington DC on May 1 honoring Adam Weishaupt of the Illuminati which cooped
the Smithsonian Institution
the Mason’s anniversary.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Knox Polk the 11th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Darkness/Mystery Rev.11:11 And after three days and an half the spirit of life from
God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet; and great
/
11
felldevious
upon them
whichhis
saw
them.
Hiding/FearJames Polk Earned
his Evil Number 11.fear
He was
and showed
Occult
loyalties by Laying the corner stone of
Gen.11 in Washington DC on May 1 honoring Adam Weishaupt of the Illuminati which cooped
the Smithsonian Institution
the Mason’s anniversary.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Knox Polk the 11th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Darkness/Mystery Rev.11:11 And after three days and an half the spirit of life from
God entered into them, and they stood upon their feet; and great
/
11
felldevious
upon them
whichhis
saw
them.
Hiding/FearJames Polk Earned
his Evil Number 11.fear
He was
and showed
Occult
loyalties by Laying the corner stone of
Gen.11 in Washington DC on May 1 honoring Adam Weishaupt of the Illuminati which cooped
the Smithsonian Institution
the Mason’s anniversary.

James K. Polk
President 1845-1849 / Master Mason
1820
Master Mason 1820. EA, FC, MM, in
Columbia Lodge No. 31, Columbia, Tenn.,
1820, exalted a Royal Arch Mason in La
Fayette Chapter No. 4 at Columbia in
1825.
President Polk, as a Freemason and
elected Commander in Chief, assisted in
the cornerstone laying of the

Assassinated in 1845 by Millard Filmore and
Masons’s Illuminati Poisoned Zachary
Taylor!!!

Zachary Taylor
the 12th President
Government

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Zachary Taylor the 12th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

12

GovernmentGen.12 We Must
Obey

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
Rev.12:12 Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them.
Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is
come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that
he hath but a short time.

Controlled by the Illuminati
probably Poisoned Zachary Taylor

Millard Fillmore
the 13th President
Rebellion/Anger

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Millard Fillmore the 13th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.13:13 And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire
Rebellion/Angercome down from heaven on the earth in the sight of men,
13
Gen.13
Millard Fillmore may have assumed the presidency after poisoning Taylor causing a stomach
ailment.

Franklin Pierce
the 14th President
Righteousness/Deliverance

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Franklin Pierce the 14th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.14:14 And I looked, and behold a white cloud, and upon the
Righteousness/Deli cloud one sat like unto the Son of man, having on his head a golden
14
crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle.
veranceGen. 14
of President just like his number represents.
Franklin Pierce
wasPower
a Righteous
God
14th President
Terms: 1853-1857
Political Party: Democrat
First Lady: Jane Means Appleton Pierce
Vice President: William R. King
Overview
Born: November 23, 1804, Hillsborough, New Hampshire... Pierce's strong support for the Compromise of
1850 appeared to indicate that he was not going to press the issue of slavery. With the country in precarious
balance, almost every decision made during his administration -- buying Mexican territory for a southern
railroad route, a potential invasion of Cuba -- was scrutinized and criticized for its bias toward pro-slavery
forces. The Kansas-Nebraska Act effectively nullified the Missouri Compromise, leading to a race to settle
Kansas that resulted in pitched battles and a prelude to the Civil War. Although Pierce sought a second term,

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Franklin Pierce the 14th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.14:14 And I looked, and behold a white cloud, and upon the
Righteousness/Deli cloud one sat like unto the Son of man, having on his head a golden
crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle.
verance14
Gen. 14 Power of
God
Franklin Pierce was
a Righteous President just like his number represents.

James Buchanan
the 15th President
Covenant/ Peace/Joy

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Buchanan the 15th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
15

Covenant/
Peace/JoyGen.15

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Buchanan the 15th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
15

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Covenant/
Peace/JoyGen.15

James Buchanan
President 1857-1861 / Master Mason 1817
Master Mason 1817, Entered Apprentice Dec. 11, 1816, Lancaster Lodge No. 43, Lancaster, PA,
Fellowcraft & Master Mason degrees in 1817.
President Buchanan was the Junior Warden of his lodge from 1821 to 1822, and the Worshipful
Master of the lodge in 1825. He was later exalted in Royal Arch Chapter No. 43, in 1826 going on to
become Deputy Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Pennsylvania

Assassinated in 1865 by the Mason/Banker/
Illuminati because he dared to stand against
them!!!

Abraham Lincoln
the 16th President
Sacrifice

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Abraham Lincoln the 16th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er
16

SacrificeGen. 16- Willing
Sacrifice

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.16:16 And he gathered them together into a place called in the
Hebrew tongue Armageddon.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Abraham Lincoln the 16th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er
16

SacrificeGen. 16- Willing
Sacrifice

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.16:16 And he gathered them together into a place called in the
Hebrew tongue Armageddon.

Andrew Johnson
the 17th President
Victory

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Andrew Johnson the 17th President of USA
Numb
er
17

Meaning

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.17:17 For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to
VictoryGen. 17-The way to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of
God shall be fulfilled.
God Open

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Andrew Johnson the 17th President of USA
Numb
er
17

Meaning

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.17:17 For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to
VictoryGen. 17-The way to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of
God shall be fulfilled.
God Open

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Numb
er

Andrew Johnson the 17th President of USA-Came to office after
Meaning
Revelation
Double Verse
ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
assassination
of Lincoln

Rev.17:17 For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will, and to
Victory17
Gen. 17-The way to agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast, until the words of
God shall be fulfilled.
God( Open
Andrew Johnson
He was a mason but still did what was right for the nation and attacked
the Rothschild bankers and was assassinated for that)
President 1865-1869 / Master Mason 1851
Master Mason 1851, Entered Apprentice, Fellowcraft, in Greeneville Lodge No. 119 now No.
3 at Greeneville, Tenn.
In 1851, johnson was probably a member of Greeneville Chapter No. 82, Royal Arch
Masons, as he joined the Nashville York Rite Commandery of Knights Templar No. 1 in 1859.
President Johnson received the Scottish Rite degrees in the White House in 1867.
Andrew Johnson (December 29, 1808 – July 31, 1875) was the 17th President of the United
States, serving from 1865 to 1869. Johnson became president as he was vice president at
the time of President Abraham Lincoln's assassination. A Democrat who ran with Lincoln on
the National Union ticket, Johnson came to office as the Civil War concluded. The new

Ulysses Simpson Grant
the 18th President
Bondage/Depression

Thanks to Ulysses Simpson Grant. He Sold America into
Bondage. The Social Security act of 1871 made the USA
incorporated and all its people are corporations
dependent on the Social Security System. If it Fails the
Country and the people are slaves to the Federal
Reserve that backs the Social Security System. So
basically our Debt makes us slaves to Rothschild. (All
possible by the Social Security act of 1871 we lost our
Sovereignty as a Nation and sold it like Esau for some
porage.) Worst than that Ulysses friend and fellow
Mason Albert Pike Developed the 3 World War plan this
year in aug 5,1871 and the Masons have not look back.
All has come true. Why don you think they call it the
Simpson’s. The TV show they use to show you what is

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Ulysses Simpson Grant the 18th President of USA
Numb
er
18

Meaning

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.18:18 And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning,
Bondage/Depressio
saying, What city is like unto this great city!
n

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Ulysses Simpson Grant the 18th President of USA
Numb
er
18

Meaning

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.18:18 And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning,
Bondage/Depressio
saying, What city is like unto this great city!
n

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Ulysses Simpson Grant the 18th President of USA
Numb
er
18

Meaning

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.18:18 And cried when they saw the smoke of her burning,
Bondage/Depressio
saying, What city is like unto this great city!
n

Grant had a friendship with Albert Pike and that lead to several bad decisions. 1st the Social
Security All possible by the Social Security act of 1871 we lost our Sovereignty as a Nation
and sold it like Esau for some porage like Esau

2nd
Albert Pike and the three world wars invented and documented in a letter in 1871.
Pike's Letter to Mazzini (August 15, 1871)

Rutherford Hayes
the 19th President
Faith

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Rutherford Hayes the 19th President of USA
Numb
er

Meaning

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Rev.19:19 And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and
Faiththeir armies, gathered together to make war against him that sat
19
Gen. 19 Trusting
on the horse, and against his army.
Faith
Rutherford Hayes had the faith in the south and ended the military involvement and ended
reconstruction.

Assassinated by the Mason/Banker/
Illuminati because he dared to stand against
them!!!

James Garfield
the 20th President
Distress/Wisdom

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Garfield the 20th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er
20

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Distress/Wisdom

James Garfield held to the wise principles that he worked for the people hated corruption in the
USA and the Bankers had him assassinated. He would have been one of our Greatest presidents.

Assassination is the Tool
learned by the Rothschild
Bankers ie Mason’s and
Illuminati in order to get
their non elected official

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Garfield the 20th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

20 Distress/Wisdom
James Garfield held to the wise principles that he worked for the people hated corruption in the
USA and the Bankers had him assassinated.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Garfield the 20th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

20 Distress/Wisdom
James Garfield held to the wise principles that he worked for the people hated corruption in the
USA and the Bankers had him assassinated.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
James Garfield the 20th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

20 Distress/Wisdom
James Garfield held to the wise principles that he worked for the people hated corruption in the
USA and the Bankers had him assassinated.

The Nazis were not killed and Defeated in WW2 they
moved to America to Head Nasa and all other
Organizations i.e. Free-Masonry

Albert Pike and the Masons
Planned 3 World Wars for
World Supremacy!
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Chester Alan Authur
the 21st President
Lawlessness/Folly

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Chester Alan Arthur the 21st President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
Rev.21:21 The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him,

21

Lawlessness/Follyto shew unto his servants things which must shortly come to pass;
Gen. 21

he sentasand
by his
angel
servant around
John: all
Chester Arthur was a forgettableand
president
hesignified
got very itlittle
done
andunto
had his
corruption
corners…

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Chester Alan Arthur the 21st President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc
Rev.21:21 The Revelation of Jesus Christ, which God gave unto him,

21

Lawlessness/Follyto shew unto his servants things which must shortly come to pass;
Gen. 21

he sentasand
by his
angel
servant around
John: all
Chester Arthur was a forgettableand
president
hesignified
got very itlittle
done
andunto
had his
corruption
corners…

Stephen Grover
Cleveland
the 22nd President
Spiritual Light

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Stephen Grover Cleveland the 22nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
22

Spiritual Light

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Stephen Grover Cleveland the 22nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
22

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Spiritual Light

Stephen Grover Cleveland was our 22nd and our 24th President he had so much spiritual truth and
was truly a Priest and teacher!!!
Quotes of wisdom from our 22 and 24th president ignored by modern demonic Presidents.
“A truly American sentiment
recognizes the dignity of labor and
the fact that honor lies in honest
toil.”(Modern Politicians like Obama
want unemployed
people
will
Grover Cleveland
was the 22nd
andthat
24th
vote
for United
him…) States of America and
president
of the
the only president in history to serve two
nonconsecutive terms in 1885 and 1893. He is
most known as being the leader of the Bourbon
Democrats who opposed high taxes, inflation,

“A government for the people must
depend for its success on the
intelligence, the morality, the justice,
and the interest of the people
themselves.” (The Modern day
presidents do all they can to dumb
down American people until we are
ignorant and our freedoms can be
removed.)

Benjamin Harrison
the 23nd President
Death And Punishment

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Benjamin Harrison the 23nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
23

Death And
Punishment

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Benjamin Harrison was economically bad for the country.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Benjamin Harrison the 23nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
23

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Death And
Punishment

Benjamin Harrison was economically bad for the country.

Some historians contend that his
economic policies may have contributed
to the economic depression that struck
America after he left office. Harrison
lobbied successfully for the passage of
the Sherman Silver Purchase Act of 1890,
which required that silver be used in
federal coinage, a concession to the
western silver interests. However, this
plan was badly conceived and nearly
depleted the U.S. Treasury of its gold

THEME 3 – THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
The Way of Jesus is a relationship – God’s truth expressed in love, purity,
fellowship, humility and testimony. The Way of Satan is an organization – Man
lording over man, priesthoods, temples, schisms and fear of authorities.
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Stephen Grover
Cleveland
the 24th President
Priest and Teacher

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Stephen Grover Cleveland the 24th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
24

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Priest and Teacher

Stephen Grover Cleveland was our 22nd and our 24th President he had so much spiritual truth and
was truly a Priest and teacher!!!

Grover Cleveland was a
Great President and a Great
Man completely fulfilling his
Biblical Numerology
Meaning of being Spiritual
Light and a Priest and

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Stephen Grover Cleveland the 24th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
24

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Priest and Teacher

Quotes of wisdom from our 22 and 24th president ignored by modern demonic Presidents.
“A truly American sentiment
recognizes the dignity of labor and
the fact that honor lies in honest
toil.”(Modern Politicians like Obama
want unemployed people that will
vote for him…)
Grover Cleveland was the 22nd and 24th
president of the United States of America and
the only president in history to serve two
nonconsecutive terms in 1885 and 1893. He is
most known as being the leader of the Bourbon
Democrats who opposed high taxes, inflation,

“A government for the people must
depend for its success on the
intelligence, the morality, the justice,
and the interest of the people
themselves.” (The Modern day
presidents do all they can to dumb
down American people until we are
ignorant and our freedoms can be
removed.)

Non Illuminati Assassination just a disgruntled
citizen.

William McKinley
the 25th President
Payment for Sin/ Forgiveness

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
William McKinley the 25th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er
25

Payment for Sin/
Forgiveness

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
William McKinley the 25th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er
25

Payment for Sin/
Forgiveness

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
William McKinley the 25th President of USA- Assassinated
Numb Meaning
er
25

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Payment for Sin and
Forgiveness

William McKinley
President 1897-1901 / Master Mason 1865
Master Mason 1865, He is sometimes said to have received EA, FC, MM, in Hiram Lodge No. 10 in
Winchester, West Virginia, in 1865, but William Moseley Brown is authority for the statement that
this event took place in Hiram Lodge No. 21 at Winchester, Virginia in that year. McKinley affiliated
with Canton Lodge No. 60 at Canton, Ohio in 1867 and later became a charter member of Eagle
Lodge No. 43. He received the Capitular degrees in Canton in 1883 and was made a Knight Templar
in 1884.

Theodore Roosevelt
the 26th President
Gospel

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Theodore Roosevelt the 26th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
26

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Gospel

Teddy quoted ”Character, in the long run, is the decisive factor in the life of an individual and of
nations alike.” Jesus said we must run the race, we must finish strong, we must be an overcomer. I
think teddy in a secular way was stating the Gospel for People and nations….America has turned
from its godly roots to become the mystery Babylon we will be destroyed as we have lost our
compass the BIBLE and will be overcome in the end times God will raise up our enemies to take us
down….

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Theodore Roosevelt the 26th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
26

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Gospel

Teddy quoted ”Character, in the long run, is the decisive factor in the life of an individual and of
nations alike.” Jesus said we must run the race, we must finish strong, we must be an overcomer. I
think teddy in a secular way was stating the Gospel for People and nations….America has turned
from its godly roots to become the mystery Babylon we will be destroyed as we have lost our
compass the BIBLE and will be overcome in the end times God will raise up our enemies to take us
down….

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Theodore Roosevelt the 26th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
26

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Gospel

Teddy quoted ”Character, in the long run, is the decisive factor in the life of an individual and of
nations alike.” Jesus said we must run the race, we must finish strong, we must be an overcomer. I
think teddy in a secular way was stating the Gospel for People and nations….America has turned
from its godly roots to become the mystery Babylon we will be destroyed as we have lost our
compass the BIBLE and will be overcome in the end times God will raise up our enemies to take us
down….

Theodore Roosevelt, said in 1902, “One
of the things that attracted me so greatly
to Masonry . . . was that it really did live
up to what we, as a government, are
pledged to — of treating each man on his
merits as a Man”.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Theodore Roosevelt the 26th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
26

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Gospel

Teddy quoted ”Character, in the long run, is the decisive factor in the life of an individual and of
nations alike.” Jesus said we must run the race, we must finish strong, we must be an overcomer. I
think teddy in a secular way was stating the Gospel for People and nations….America has turned
from its godly roots to become the mystery Babylon we will be destroyed as we have lost our
compass the BIBLE and will be overcome in the end times God will raise up our enemies to take us
down….
Theodore Roosevelt
President 1901-1909 / Master Mason 1901
Master Mason 1901, EA, FC, MM, in Matinecock Lodge No. 806, Oyster Bay, NY in 1901. Somewhat
active, and very supportive of Freemasonry.
Theodore Roosevelt, said in 1902, “One of the things that attracted me so greatly to Masonry . . .
was that it really did live up to what we, as a government, are pledged to — of treating each man

William Howard Taft
the 27th President
Holy Truth

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
William Howard Taft the 27th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
27

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Holy Truth

William Howard Taft was a Godly president with Good Ideals and principles

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
William Howard Taft the 27th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
27

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Holy Truth

William Howard Taft was a Godly president with Good Ideals and principles
William H. Taft
President 1909-1913 / Master Mason 1901
President Taft was made a Master Mason at Sight in Kilwinning Lodge No. 356, in Cincinnati, Ohio,
in 1901.
That made him a member at large, until the Grand Lodge issued a demit to Taft when he became a
regular member of that lodge. Somewhat active, Taft was very supportive of Freemasonry.

More on on Taft an Freemasonry from the National Heritage Museum: Making a Mason at Sight:
The Case of President-Elect Taft.

Thomas Woodrow
Wilson
the 28th President
Christ in You

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Thomas Woodrow Wilson the 28th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
28

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Christ in You

Thomas Woodrow Wilson recognized the evils in American government and tried to stop it where
he could.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Thomas Woodrow Wilson the 28th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
28

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Christ in You

Thomas Woodrow Wilson recognized the evils in American government and tried to stop it where
he could.

Warren Gamaliel
Harding
the 29th President
Holy Life

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Warren Gamaliel Harding the 29th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Holy Life
29
President Harding’s life was cut short by God as he didn’t live up to the meaning of his Biblical
Numerology=Holy Life.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Warren Gamaliel Harding the 29th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
29

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Holy Life

Warren G. Harding
President 1921-1923 / Master Mason 1920
President Harding received his Entered Apprentice Degree at Lodge No. 7O, in Marion, Ohio on
June 28, 1901. He received no other degree until after becoming U.S. President, FC & MM in
Marion Lodge No. 70 in 1920 (MM Aug. 27, 1920), Royal Arch Chapter degrees in Marion Chapter
No. 62 in 1921; Knight Templar in Marion Commandery No. 36, in 1921, Scottish Rite and Shrine in
1921.

John Calvin Coolidge
th
the 30 President
Blood

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Calvin Coolidge the 30th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
30

Blood

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Herbert Clark Hoover
the 31st President
Family

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Herbert Clark Hoover the 31st President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
31

Family

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Herbert Clark Hoover the 31st President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
31

Family

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

FDR did not want to drop the bomb so God allowed him to die
probably assassinated by Truman a real mason and then month
later Truman dropped the bomb.

Franklin Delanor
Roosevelt
the 32nd President
Believers Fellowship

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Franklin Delanor Roosevelt the 32nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
32

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Believers Fellowship

FDR was the last Godly Democratic Candidate possibly killed bytruman a Bad Mason

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Franklin Delanor Roosevelt the 32nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
32

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Believers Fellowship

FDR was the last Godly Democratic Candidate probably killed by Truman a Bad Mason if the truth
were known.

Probably
Assassinated by
Truman so they
could drop the ABomb.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Franklin Delanor Roosevelt the 32nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
32

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Believers Fellowship

Franklin D. Roosevelt
President 1933-1945 / Master Mason 1911
Master Mason 1911, EA Oct 11, 1911, FC, MM, in Holland Lodge No. 8, New York City, in
1911, Scottish Rite in Albany Consistory 1929, Shrine in 1930. Somewhat active, and very
supportive of Freemasonry

THEME 4 – CROSS OF CHRIST
Christ was imprisoned, flogged and put on a cross to die. Suffering hardly
begins to describe the experience. Those who falsely accused, falsely tried and
executed Him showed utter depravity, savagery and blood lust.
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Now it was the sixth hour
and there was darkness
over all the Earth until the
ninth hour.
(3 hour gap)

Nixon with Kissinger (NWO) as
his secretary of State, brought
about many NWO strategies
that were necessary for the Last
Day’s.

Clinton had so many
people killed on his path
to the white house. He
was a man of no
principles.

I believe Obama is the First
Antichrist he will use the bomb on

Harry S. Truman
the 33nd President
Scattered Remnant

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Harry S. Truman the 33nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
33

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Scattered Remnant

He was a mason who had the guts to drop the bomb and spared the scattered remnant millions of
Jews and Christians from slaughter in Germany. FDR did not want to drop the bomb so God
allowed him to die probably assassinated by Truman a real mason and then month later Truman
dropped the bomb.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Harry S. Truman the 33nd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
33

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Scattered Remnant

He was a mason who had the guts to drop the bomb and spared the scattered remnant millions of
Jews and Christians from slaughter in Germany. FDR did not want to drop the bomb so God
allowed him to die probably assassinated by Truman a real mason and then month later Truman
dropped
the bomb.
Harry S. Truman
(Saved a remnant of the Jews when he stopped the killing of the Jews the
scattered remenat by dropping the bomb)
President 1945-1953 / Master Mason 1909

Master Mason 1909, EA Feb. 9, 1909, Belton Lodge No. 450, Grandview, Missouri, MM 1909. In
1911, Truman was the 1st WM of the new Grandview Lodge No. 618. Grand Master of Missouri
1940-1941. Very active and supportive of Freemasonry, Master of Missouri Lodge of Research
while U.S. President, Masonic Ritualist, district lecturer and deputy Grand Master for several years,
buried with Masonic rites in Independence, MO, in televised ceremony.

THEME 3 – THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
The Way of Jesus is a relationship – God’s truth expressed in love, purity, fellowship,
humility and testimony. The Way of Satan is an organization – Man lording over man,
priesthoods, temples, schisms and fear of authorities.
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Gen.
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Gen.
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Religion is
based on man’s
principles and exists
to promote man. This
hinders the gospel,
enslaves believers
momentous after his
and mocks
Vice President, H.W. Bush
tried toGod.
have
him killed. He was saved by God from the
assassins bullet and became our only good
president in Modern times. Albeit he had
to do the Mason’s Bidding. I.e. Alien

Dwight D. Eisenhower
the 34th President
Man’s Religion

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Dwight D. Eisenhower the 34th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Man’s Religion
34
Eisenhower warns us we are missing the boat with War and Man’s quest for Conquest. He did the
NWO bidding.

Assassinated in Nov. 22, 1963 by the
Mason/Banker/
Illuminati because he dared to stand against
them!!!

John Fitzgerald Kennedy
the 35th President
Suffering Servant

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Fitzgerald Kennedy the 35th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Suffering Servant
35
Like Abe Lincoln JFK was called to stand against race inequalities and Federal reserve abuses As
God's providence would prove they gave their lives in service to the Lord’s Call.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Fitzgerald Kennedy the 35th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Suffering Servant
35
Like Abe Lincoln JFK was called to stand against race inequalities and Federal reserve abuses As
God's providence would prove they gave their lives in service to the Lord’s Call.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
John Fitzgerald Kennedy the 35th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Suffering Servant
35
Like Abe Lincoln JFK was called to stand against race inequalities and Federal reserve abuses As
God's providence would prove they gave their lives in service to the Lord’s Call.

Lyndon Baines Johnson
the 36th President
Man’s Religion

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Lyndon Baines Johnson the 36th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
36

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Exalting Man

Johnson Found out. When you do the Devil’s Bidding like Judas you will pay the price. After he had
Kennedy Killed he signed the bill to restore the federal reserve on his plane trip back to
Washington.

Richard Millhouse Nixon
the 37th President
Chosen Servant

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Richard Millhouse Nixon the 37th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
37

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Chosen Servant

Nixon with Kissinger (NWO) as his secretary of State, brought about many NWO strategies that
were necessary for the Last Day’s. He had to resign in disgrace as proven a liar. God is not mocked
and Pride comes before the fall.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Richard Millhouse Nixon the 37th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
37

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Chosen Servant

Nixon with Kissinger (NWO) as his secretary of State, brought about many NWO strategies that
were necessary for the Last Day’s. He had to resign in disgrace as proven a liar. God is not mocked
and Pride comes before the fall.

Nixon was a chosen Servant to
bring about the Last Days
scenario where Mystery
Babylon developed into a
super power. ie. America . His
downfall was his pride and
arrogance got the better of
him thinking he was above the

Gerald Ford
the 38th President
Break Faith Prostitute

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Gerald Ford the 38th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
38

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Break Faith
Prostitute

Gerald Ford Fell into the presidency but because of his loyalties to the Mason’s he was not a good
president.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Gerald Ford the 38th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
38

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Break Faith
Prostitute

Gerald R. Ford
President 1974-1977 / Master Mason 1949
Master Mason 1951, EA Sep. 30, 1949, Malta Lodge No. 465, Grand Rapids, Michigan,
courtesy FC & MM Columbia Lodge No. 3, Washington, D.C., Apr. 20 & May 18, 1951
Ford was initiated September 30, 1949, at Malta Lodge No. 465, in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, along with his half-brothers Thomas Gardner Ford (1918-1995), Richard
Addison Ford and James Francis Ford. The Fellowcraft and Master Mason Degrees were
Conferred by Columbia Lodge No. 3, Washington, D.C., on April 20 and May 18, 1951, as a
courtesy to Malta Lodge. Brother Ford was made a Sovereign Grand Inspector General,
33rd degree, and Honorary Member, Supreme Council A.A.S.R. Northern Jurisdiction at
the Academy of Music in Philadelphia, on September 26, 1962, for which he served as
Exemplar (Representative) for his Class. Brother and President Ford was unanimously

Jimmy Carter
the 39th President
Disease and adultery

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Jimmy Carter the 39th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
39

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Disease and
adultery

Jimmy Carter lost his Christian values and turned against Israel because of his adultery with the
NWO and hating Israel and loving its enemies Palestine. One of the worst presidents economically
we have ever had we saw 21% interest during his term.

Ronald Reagan
the 40th President
Severe test

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Ronald Reagan the 40th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Severe test
40
Reagan’s test was momentous after his Vice President tried to have him killed. He was saved by
God from the assasins bullet and became our only good president in Modern times. His assassin
came from a family friend of the Bushes. The Bushes had dinner with the Hinkley’s the night
before the assassination attempt. His assassination was on the 71st day of Raegan’s first term and
71=Judges. Bush will pay for eternity for selling out our Country!!!

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Ronald Reagan the 40th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
40

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Severe test

His test was momentous how to stay true to God and know that your vice president tried to have
you killed. His assassin came from a family friend of he Bushes that bush had dinner with the night
before the assassination attempt.
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Spiritual meaning of Numbers 1-41

Spiritual meaning of Numbers
42-77

33,35,37=Jesus Number’s

•
43-Humiliate
Publically
•
47-Humility
abasement
Good and Bad of 77
•
53-Faithful
th president
44=killers Obama=44
phet-John 9, Ex. 27
witness
asculated-2 Sam. 10
•
59-Rich oppressor
Resents King-2 Chron. 10
•
61-King of the
s no power in Heaven-Job 41
Jews
throned in Heaven- Ps. 99
•
67-Gentiles praise
to another-Song 6:3
God
e Spiritual Number
•
71-Judges
•
73-babylon world
rule
•
79-martyrs
•
83

49=jubilee,70=elders,75 True rophet

13= apostasy= 13X5=65=apostasy,
65+1=66=idol worship

Spiritual meaning of Numbers 71 means
Judges but more importantly it leads
eventually to the true Prophet Jesus Christ.
George Herbert Walker Bush who is marked by the Bible
Numerology as Man Rules a die Hard Mason and NWO
Founding Family tried ot have Ronald Raegan killed on his 71st
day in the office by a family friends mind controlled son
Hinckley. Now look at Obama going to Hiroshima on the 71st
anniversary of our dropping of the atomic Bomb on Aug. 6th,
1945. Bush was unsuccessful at his attempt to take the
presidency by assassination as he was the vice President. Just
like Obamas attempt to intimidate the world into joining the
NWO will fail and China and Russia will join forces will
ultimatesly fail. Obama’s farewell tour of the world is not really
that it is his warnings to join the NWO.

George Herbert Walker
Bush the 41th President
Man’s Rules

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
George Herbert Walker Bush the 41th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Man’s
Rules
He41
started the 911
Attack
by announcing it on Sept. 11, 1990 11 years to the day that the attack or coordinated
perversion occurred on Sept. 11, 2001. With his Son (George Walker Bush) in the White house who would oversee
the actual event from Atlanta the NWO Headquarters, then coordinate the subsequent cover up. During that speech
he talked about the Rule of Law not the rule of the Jungle. He is the one who is so wicked and corrupt he will be
judged for his doing the Devils bidding with 911. You can clearly see the seed of Satan in this Family.

William Jefferson Clinton
the 42rd President
Evil Man

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
William Jefferson Clinton the 42rd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
42

Evil Man

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Clinton had so many people killed on his path to the white house. He was a man of no principles. He ran guns for
Raegan to central America to fight the communists there. He and his wife killed hundreds of people to keep them
from talking over the years. Almost impeached because of his sexual indiscretions.

George W. Bush
the 43rd President
Humiliate Publically

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
George W. Bush the 43rd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
43

Humiliate Publically

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

George W. Bush ws continually telling lies to accomplish NWO goals and then later found to be wrong in humiliation.
He lied about weapons of mass destruction in order to take ou Iraq and Afghanistan.. On 911 it leaked out that the
military was doing a joint exercise to crash planes into buildings by remote control. He was the deceiver about the
whole 911 Family SCAM. The Abu Grabi Picture Humiliated America and our hypocrisy on Human Rights… I voted for
him the deception was so Good. His allegiance is to the NWO.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
George W. Bush the 43rd President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
43

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Humiliate Publically

He George was continually being Humiliated as his lies would come back to haunt him. On 911 it leaked out that the
military was doing a joint exercise to crash planes into buildings by remote control. The Abu Grabi Picture Humiliated
America and our hypocrisy on Human Rights…

Barrack Hussein Obama
the 44th President
Blood Thirsty Killer

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Barrack Hussein Obama the 44th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
44

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Blood Thirsty Killer

I believe Obama is the First Antichrist he will use the bomb on Damascus on Sept. 23, 2016. He Hates Christians has
killed many to cover up his homosexuality while living in Chicago. His wife Michelle has a real name of Michael and is
a transvestite. Joan rivers died telling us that fact. He just finished a trip to Hiroshima on May 27,2016 I firmly believe
he will drop the bomb on Damascus and blame Israel to start an escalation of conflicts in the World for Chaos so He or
another Antichrist can come in and take over.

President of USA Number and
correlation to Biblical Numerology
Barrack Hussein Obama the 44th President of USA
Numb Meaning
er
44

Revelation Double Verse ie Rev.1:1,2:2,20:20 etc

Blood Thirsty Killer

Here he lays a wreath on a NWO pyramid in Hiroshima celebrating the take over of the world by nuclear Force.
(May21 ,2016)

By the end of
2016 you may
be a victim of
this Blood
Thirsty Killer!!!

THEME 5 – WORK OF GRACE IN THE BELIEVER
The Christian grown by dying to self, submitting his will to God and
through grace he becomes like Christ. It is possible to grieve the Spirit,
quench the Spirit, become entangled in sin again and be useless to God.
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???
being the Whore of Babylon. However if it is Trump he fits the profile2
of another Antichrist. However since whoever it is must preserve the
Union. I believe it will be Obama as his latest quote is the death of
the Union has never looked better. He should drop the Bomb on
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H=Hillary, O= Obama, and T=Trump
Either Way 2 Peter 3:7 Says …”on the Day of Judgment it
will get so hot and burn Up the World and Ungodly Men”!!!

Conclusion: It does not matter however I feel Obama will drop the Bomb and
stay in Office with the World Chaos that will ensue!!!
Dan.11:37 Neither shall he regard the God
of his fathers, nor the desire of women,
nor regard any god: for he shall magnify
himself above all.

=0
=
H

Rev. 19:2 For true and righteous are his judgments: for
he hath judged the great whore, which did corrupt the
earth with her fornication, and hath avenged the blood

T=
1 Cor. 15:52 In a moment, in the twinkling of an
eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall
sound, and the dead shall be raised incorruptible,

H=Hillary, O= Obama, and T=Trump
Either Way 2 Peter 3:7 Says …”on the Day of Judgment it will
get so hot and burn Up the World and Ungodly Men”!!!

Conclusion: It does not matter however I feel Obama will drop the Bomb and
stay in Office with the World Chaos that will ensue!!!
At the 2016 National Press Club meeting Obama gave a signal that he was leaving.
“This is my last press club meeting”
“Joked about the death of the Republic has never looked better.”
“Made a very graphic reference to the dropping of the A-Bomb.”
Here is the Video Evidence of his speech professing his intent to drop the bomb in typical
NWO Hidden in plain sight subliminal messages to the occult watching.
If all this is true and I offer the video evidence to back it up and then his unprecedented trip to
Hiroshima Japan to put a wreath on a NWO Pyramid to signify the take over is complete and if
you don’t go along you will be nuked out of existence. Ie Russia, China, India
Here is the Video Evidence of his trip to Hiroshima to celebrate and Mock the World leaders
presently refusing to come along and suck up to America.
IF you want evidence that china Russia, Korea India will not cooperate just see the following evidence which
leaves Obama no choice but to drop the a-Bomb on Damascus on Sept. 23, 2016 and kick off the Chaos to
follow. However the Bible script shows the great Babylon America burning in a Day and all those that loved

H=Hillary, O= Obama, and T=Trump
Either Way 2 Peter 3:7 Says …”on the Day of Judgment it
will get so hot and burn Up the World and Ungodly Men”!!!

Conclusion: It does not matter however I feel Obama will drop the Bomb and
stay in Office with the World Chaos that will ensue!!!

Obama Quotes” the End of
the Union has never looked
better. “
Nazi and Pope use the same
sign for their subjects “I swear
by God this sacred oath that to
the Leader of the German
empire and people, Adolf
Hitler, supreme commander of
the armed forces, I shall render
unconditional obedience and
that as a brave soldier I shall at
all times be prepared to give

H=Hillary, O= Obama, and T=Trump
Either Way 2 Peter 3:7 Says …”on the Day of Judgment it
will get so hot and burn Up the World and Ungodly Men”!!!

Conclusion: It does not matter however I feel Obama will drop the Bomb and
stay in Office with the World Chaos that will ensue!!!
Why Do Both Popes And Nazi Soldiers Make The
Two Finger Salute?
This was the exact oath, with the two finger
salute, required of not only the Nazi military and
associated groups like the Hitler youth, it was
required of all citizens as well

“I swear by God this sacred
oath that to the Leader of
the German empire and
people, Adolf Hitler, supreme
commander of the armed
forces, I shall render
unconditional obedience and
that as a brave soldier I shall
at all times be prepared to
give my life for this oath.” –
The Fuehrer Oath. August
2nd, 1934

Why are the Illuminati and
Masons and Jesuits giving
you the Mocking Tongue???

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Why are the Illuminati and
Masons and Jesuits giving
you the Mocking Tongue???
Answer is they know what
you don’t… and they are
blaming the coming of
Christ on Climate Change
and you are buying it!!!

Conclusion

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands 14 year plan with Sun and Moon Speed Revelations

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

God’s Flat Earth: Everything
Comes from Giza Gods witness
and testimony. Isa 19,20
31,504 mi

Great White throne of
Judgment=Rev. 20:11
God’s
Throne

New Jerusalem
=Rev. 20:11

954mi
49,503 mi
1500mi

New Jerusalem Realm

Jesus Abode Realm
31,680 mi.
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Sea Level
When Traveling Down the Firmament the Sun changes 10.84 miles
per day in elevation. The Sun and Moon as they both travel a
Fibonacci curve they cris crossing down the firmament creating the 14
phases of the moon. The Moon changes elevation per day by 67.05
miles a day and stays at 45 ° to the Flat Earth North Pole.

God’s Throne = 88022 mi. above the NP = Great
White Throne of Judgment Rev. 20:11

New Jerusalem =
31,504 mi. = Rev. 21:2

4950 mi.

3960 mi.

Sun and Moon Horizontal
Speeds moving in the firmament

2970 mi.

6th = 12,870 mi. Venus & Mars
5th = 7920 mi. Mercury & Earth

7th = 20,790 mi. Saturn & Jupiter Jesus & NJ

Jesus Abode = 31,680 mi.
8th = 33,660 mi. Neptune & Uranus

9th = 54,450 mi. Pluto & Angels

10th Firmament = God’s Throne= 88,022 mi.
(88022 Trump text)

Teaching the keys to the heights
and distances of the Sun and
the Moon from
Sea Level and the
North Pole.

 778 mph at the Tropic of
Cancer (BNM=Good News)
 1037 mph at the Equator
(BNM=Falling Away)
 1296 mph at the Tropic of
Capricorn (BNM= New
Jerusalem)

Sea Level

When Traveling the Firmament, the Sun with a complete cycle = 365.24 days changes 10.84 miles in elevation as it travel a
Fibonacci curve crisscrossing the Moon down the firmament. The Moon creating the 14 phases changes elevation and increases
by 67.05 miles a day with a complete cycle = 59.06 days. Daily snapshots from the same spot will create the Analemma. For
More Details go to flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s’ Last Day timing with Sun and Moon speeds added
for emphasis

